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Big Question:

The Setting

Why and how do privacy concerns effect people’s behavior?

We model B’s privacy concerns in the form of a payment to an adversary’s
accusation.

Notation
•

We always denote B’s strategy as

•

We denote A’s strategy as x when she sees the 0-signal, and y when
she sees the 1-signal.
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Introduction
• Start with a basic game [NOS12]. (Wholewheat or Rye)
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• What if B views her type as private?
• Why?
• How much does privacy worth?
• Due to many potential factors:
• Adversary trying to learn her type
• Future games and agents
• Beliefs over future events
• Randomness in mechanisms
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Comments:
Bayes-Nash Equilibrium (not other solution concepts)
B and C are adversaries:
1.
2. Zero sum game
We always assume D0 ¸ D1
Let’s ignore C…

• Vast literature [GR11, NST12, X13, CCKMV13, GLRS14] on privacy
concerned agents, uses differential privacy:

• Differentially private mechanisms have powerful guarantee
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1. Proper scoring rules
•

A reports her belief that B is of type 1
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• Parameters are set so that without a signal, A always prefers to opt out
(D0M0,0–D1M0,1 < 0,
D1M1,1–D0M1,0 < 0)
• Thm: The BNE of the game are characterized as follows
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• Given that B plays (p,q), then A’s best response is to report the
Bayesian posterior belief

Thm: Assuming (f0,f1) is symmetric (and ½0=½1 not too large) then at
the BNE of the game B plays (p*,q*) s.t.

• Not randomized response per-se! (Assuming D0D1, p* q*)

• We only change the payments function P.

Types of Payment functions
• In our case (n=1), B can play Randomized Response

1. Proper Scoring Rules Payments
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3. General Payments with Opting Out

2. 0/1-Payments
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2. 0/1 payments
• Should B play Randomized Response, then her future utility changes by
(1 ± ²)-factor

Related Work
• [GR11, NST12, X13, CCKMV13, GLRS14]: Avoid modeling privacy
concerns using “hardwired” privacy loss (altering the agent’s utility)

• Using an agent’s intrinsic value of privacy vi

•
•

A makes an accusation as to B’s type
Gets 1 if she is correct, 0 if she is wrong

3. General payments & opting out
•
•

A makes an accusation as to B’s type, or opts out
Get 0 if she opts out, gets paid if she’s right, pays if she’s wrong

• Is there a connection to Randomized Response in each payment?

• When the coupon valuation ½t is known and fixed:
Thm: In a BNE of the full game –
• When ½0,½1¸1
Both types play deterministically (with signal=type)
• When ½0,½1<1
In any BNE of the game – 9 type of B plays deterministically
• When the coupon valuation ½t is sampled from a continuous distribution
A’s strategy leads to a threshold phenomena in B’s behavior

• Make claims about privacy and truthfulness in
• Voting
• Facility location
• Conducting a survey

• Give upper and lower bounds
• When agents’ valuations of privacy are correlated with type,
then, worst-case settings cause the mechanism to have a
non-useful output.

• Such a B agent does trade-off privacy for the sandwich.
• Maximize utility by playing Randomized Response.
• We do not model B’s privacy loss, we model her privacy concerns.

• Under the assumption D0>D1 , in the BNE it holds that x=1 (A always
guesses B is of type 0 give the 0-signal) while y is such that

• But even when B plays randomized response, she still doesn’t trade-off
the value of the coupon to the payments to the adversary
• Instead, mall changes to ½0,½1 may change the BNE strategy sharply.

Future Directions
• Even when B’s behavior ¼ Randomized Response: we don’t get the
elegance of hard-wired privacy loss way-of-thinking.
– Is differential-privacy “wrong?” (i.e. not suited for how people
think of privacy?)
• Is it because worst-case guarantees are the “wrong”
approach?
• Analyzing other scenarios
– The standard model with a trusted data curator
• Is privacy related to “risk aversion?”
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